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4. Indication of the scientific achievement con-

stituting the author’s significant contribu-

tion to the development of the given scien-

tific discipline

Pursuant to Article 16(2) of the Act of March 14, 2003 on university degrees and

university title in arts (Journal of Laws No 65, item 595, as amended), the scientific

achievement is a series of thematically related publications.

Title of the scientific achievement

“Position sensitive gaseous detectors for experimental high energy physics and
selected imaging applications”.

List of publication that are the basis of the proposal:

[H1] M. Capeans, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. Recent Aging Stud-

ies for the ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker. IEEE Transactions On Nuclear

Science, 51(3):960–967, 2004. IF = 1,737.

[H2] T. Akesson, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. ATLAS Transition

Radiation Tracker test-beam results. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics

Research A, 522:50–55, 2004. IF = 1,349.
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[H3] T. Akesson, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. Status of design

and construction of the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) for the ATLAS ex-

periment at the LHC. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A,

522:131–145, 2004. IF = 1,349.

[H4] P. Cwetanski, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. Acceptance Tests

and Criteria of the ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker. IEEE Transactions On

Nuclear Science, 52(6):2911–2916, 2005. IF = 1,259.

[H5] M. Deptuch, T.Z. Kowalski, B. Mindur. Change in detector properties caused by

electronegative impurities. Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.), 150:398–401, 2006.

IF = 0,875 (2005).

[H6] M. Deptuch, T.Z. Kowalski, B. Mindur. Selected problems in aging effects with

gas proportional counters. Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.), 150:394–397, 2006.

IF = 0,875 (2005).

[H7] E. Abat, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. The ATLAS Transition

Radiation Tracker (TRT) proportional drift tube: design and performance. Journal

of Instrumentation, 3(P02013), 2008. IF = 0,821.

[H8] E. Abat, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. The ATLAS TRT Barrel

Detector. Journal of Instrumentation, 3(P02014), 2008. IF = 0,821.

[H9] E. Abat, et.al. (B. Mindur), ATLAS TRT Collaboration. The ATLAS TRT

end-cap detectors. Journal of Instrumentation, 3(P10003), 2008. IF = 0,821.

[H10] E. Abat, et.al. (B. Mindur), part of ATLAS Collaboration. Combined perfor-

mance studies for electrons at the 2004 ATLAS combined test-beam. Journal of

Instrumentation, 5(P11006), 2010. IF = 3,148.

[H11] P. Wiącek, W. Dąbrowski, T. Fiutowski, B. Mindur, A. Zielińska. Design and

performance of a system for two-dimensional readout of gas electron multiplier

detectors for proton range radiography. Nukleonika, 57(4):413–519, 2012. IF =

0,507.

[H12] A. Zielińska, W. Dąbrowski, T. Fiutowski, B. Mindur, P. Wiącek, P. Wróbel.

X-ray fluorescence imaging system for fast mapping of pigment distributions in

cultural heritage paintings. Journal of Instrumentation, 8(P10011), 2013. IF =

1,526.

[H13] B. Mindur, W. Dąbrowski, T. Fiutowski, P. Wiącek, A. Zielińska. A compact

system for two-dimensional readout of Gas Electron Multiplier detectors. Journal

of Instrumentation, 8(T01005), 2013. IF = 1,526.
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[H14] B. Mindur, S. Alimov, T. Fiutowski, Ch. Schulz, Th. Wilpert. Performance of

a Micro-Strip Gas Chamber for event wise, high rate thermal neutron detection

with accurate 2D position determination. Journal of Instrumentation, 9(P12004),

2014. IF = 1,399.

[H15] B. Mindur et.al., ATLAS TRT Collaboration. Gas gain stabilisation in the ATLAS

TRT detector. Journal of Instrumentation, 11(P04027), 2016. IF = 1,310 (2015).

[H16] B. Mindur. ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT): Straw Tubes for Track-

ing and Particle Identification at the Large Hadron Collider. Nuclear Instruments

and Methods in Physics Research A, In Press, 2016. IF = 1,200 (2015).

[H17] B. Mindur. MicroPattern Gaseous Detectors – new developments and applica-

tions. Acta Physica Polonica B, 47(2):287–292, 2016. IF = 0,795 (2015).

[H18] W. Dąbrowski B. Mindur, A. Sikorska. Optimisation of the X-ray fluorescence

imaging system for mapping of pigments in historical paintings. Acta Physica

Polonica B, 47(2):335–340, 2016. IF = 0,795 (2015).

Co-authors’ and my declarations defining their and my individual contribution to the

above mentioned publications are enclosed in a separate attachment.

The Impact Factor of the journals publishing the outcome of research related to the

subject matter of the works presented in the habilitation proposal does not significantly

exceed the value of 1-2. It stems from the fact that the research relates to arduous

work on the detection of radiation e.g. the physical properties of gaseous detectors,

processes undergoing in them and to the preparation of whole prototype systems for

particular application e.g. Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) or X-Ray Fluorescence

(XRF) imaging of pieces of art. Frequently, the research is underestimated as far as

the workload and effort are concerned. It concerns many physical and technical aspects

which are to be provided for during the measurement. Moreover one should underlined

that there are only few recognized journals (e.g. Nuclear Instruments and Methods in

Physics Research A or Journal of Instrumentation) whose profile precisely matches the

works presented in the habilitation proposal. The scientific level of articles published in

those journals is high and the articles published there are subjected to a strict reviewing

process.

Presently, the specificity of experimental research works in many areas of physics re-

quires the combination of numerous tasks without which the project as a whole could not

be delivered. This trend is clearly observed in the experimental high energy physics where

in order to explore the New Physics phenomena bigger and better research apparatus
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must be made. It is directly related to the necessity of the collaboration of extensive scien-

tific teams equipped with knowledge and experience in various scientific areas necessary

in the delivery of such projects as the A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) experiment at

CERN. Due to that reason it is practically impossible to isolate entirely independent tasks

which could be delivered by individuals. It is connected with the difficulties in precise

assessment of the involvement of individual authors. It must be strongly underlined that

each author contributes significantly to the creation of a piece of work and the appearance

on the list of authors is not accidental. Unjustified appearance on the list of authors is

prevented by verification procedures which define who, when and under what conditions

may be listed. Due to these reasons among the publications presented in the habilitation

proposal part of them [H1, H2, H3, H4, H7, H8, H9, H10, H15] were prepared with the co-

participation of a larger group of scientists gathered around the TRT. Minor projects such

as studying parameters of classic gaseous detectors, the development of the counter for

the purpose of thermal neutrons detection and the application of the developing technol-

ogy of Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) detectors for imaging art pieces were delivered by

smaller groups of up to a dozen or so people [H5, H6, H11, H12, H13, H14, H18]. There-

fore the author publications [H16, H17] are rather rare. In the habilitation proposal there

are no multi-author works: [L19, L20, L21, L22, L23, L24, L25, L26, L27, L28, L29, L30]

where the number of authors is significantly higher. It is worth mentioning that my

participation in the selected multi-author works is undeniably important.

4.1 Description of the scientific objectives of the achievement with dis-

cussion of the obtained results and their possible developments and

applications

Main objectives of the work:

– design, construction and the usage of the TRT in the ATLAS experiment at the

Large Hadron Collider accelerator (LHC) at CERN in Switzerland,

– design, construction and testing the thermal neutron detector adopted to work with

very high beam intensity in cooperation with Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) in

Berlin in Germany,

– the preparation of the system dedicated to the imaging of painting pieces of art

with the use of the micro-pattern type gaseous detector technology in cooperation

with National Museum in Kraków,

– the study and optimization of parameters of gaseous electron multipliers in coop-

eration with RD51 (Development of Micro-Pattern Gas Detectors Technologies)

at CERN in Switzerland.
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Introduction

Since the end of the 60s when the Noble Prize laureate Georges Charpak devised a

Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC), the usage of ionization radiation position

sensitive detectors has long been the tradition. The turning point of the Multi-Wire

Proportional Chamber devised in 1968 consisted of counting even a million incidents

a second. It was an outstanding progress in comparison to a few incidents a second

delivered in then-present bubble chambers. The usage of the MWPC provided for spatial

resolution at the level of hundreds of µm of the imaged tracks of particles with very high

detection efficiency, what resulted in the breakthrough in the high energy physics. The

introduction of the technology for the needs of the research in medicine and industry

turned out to be equally important. Another advantage of the MWPC was the fact that

its usage did not require unreasonably huge costs of construction and exploitation to be

borne [L31, L32, L33, L34].

The milestone in the development of position sensitive gaseous detectors was devising

micro electrodes and placing cathode electrode close enough to anode electrodes. It al-

lowed for fast evacuation of positively charged ions generated in the process of avalanche

multiplication – in that manner in 1988 the first MicroStrip Gas Chamber (MSGC) was

created [L35]. The close-up of the electrodes made it possible for the process of electron

avalanche multiplication to be carried out at a significantly lower potential difference. To

manufacture the detector, the photolithographic process was used which allowed to place

several numbers of finely made electrodes on a non-conductive substrate. Additionally by

that the improvement of a spatial resolution was achieved (∼40µm). Electrons released

in the process of ionization drifted towards electrodes, within their vicinity avalanche

multiplication was made, due to that process the identification of the primary spot of

the energy deposit became more precise. The solution contributed to a significant time

reduction of the neutralization of positive ions created in the avalanche multiplication.

Furthermore, by addition of the second set of electrodes vertical to the first one the

two-dimension (2D) position of the interaction of ionizing radiation with the gas filling

in the detector may be defined. Similarly to the MWPC detectors the signal on the posi-

tive electrodes is induced by the cloud of positive charges [L36]. Despite unquestionable

advantages such as high gaseous gain (ratio of number primer electrons to number of all

electrons generated during avalanche multiplication, which is ca 104), very good spatial

resolution (at the level of 30 µm) and energy resolution (up to 11 % for the 5.9 keV

X-ray) classic MSGC detectors encounter problems with the stability of the gas gain.

The problems stem from glass polarization where the electrodes are placed and the result

of the charge of the surface. Additionally, due to the small size of electrodes, they are

sensitive to ageing [L36]. At the end of the 90s the RD28 group was established at CERN

aiming to develop MSGC detectors. Some research was conducted regarding the technol-
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ogy e.g. presented in [L37]. The RD28 group managed to reduce certain limitations e.g.

to decrease the surface resistance of glass where the electrodes are placed. It was found

that the finest results are brought by the usage of Diamond-Like Carbon (DLC) layer.

Additionally, the application of pure materials and glues, which practically release no im-

purities, allowed to eliminate ageing effects almost entirely [L38, L39]. MSGC detectors

are applicable in multiple situations, in particular in the detection of thermal neutrons

with the usage of the two-stage gas gain by the application of low pressure of working

gas (20 mbar) [H14, L40, L41].

The following stage of the development of gaseous micro detectors was the creation

of the whole variety of that kind of apparatus with the particular focus on Micro Mesh

Gaseous Structure (MicroMEGAS). MicroMEGAS was first introduced in 1996 [L42,

L43]. Another type of the detectors is the Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM) introduced

in 1997 [L44]. The GEM detectors are characterized by a relatively simple structure

what allows to mass-produce them and simultaneously to ensure very good working

parameters. One of the biggest advantages of GEM detectors in comparison to the

previous types of gaseous detector is their resistance to ageing. It derives from the fact

that the detectors have no thin electrodes (anodes in the form of thin wires or strips)

whose little surface may degrade fast. Their additional advantage is the separation of

the radiation absorption area (so called drifting area) from the area of the gas gain. In

the MicroMEGAS detectors it was achieved by the separation of the two parallel areas

with the usage of mesh. The mesh is used to form the field and at the same time it is

almost transparent for primary electrons generated in the process of the absorption of

ionizing radiation. It is slightly different in the case of GEM detectors where the elements

responsible for the electrons multiplication are kapton foils metallised on both sides and

perforated with microscopic holes. The additional advantage of GEM detectors is the

separation of the gas multiplication zone from the readout elements (electrodes where

signal is generated) what allows the independent optimization of the configuration of

the foils and the readout structures.

The aforementioned MSGC detectors initiated the development of numerous mi-

cro gas detectors (MicroMEGAS, GEM and others). However standard proportional gas

counters are still employed in the high energy physics e.g. as classic proportional detectors

employed in the past ZEUS experiment [L45, P63] or straw tubes [H3, L29, P61] in the

TRT detector in the ATLAS experiment. Gas detectors employed in existing experiments

are used for particle tracking and identification, help efficient operation of the detector

trigger system e.g. in LHCb experiment [L46]. Currently studies on the development

of broadly understood micro and classic gas counters are coordinated within the RD51

Collaboration at CERN.
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Author’s participation in the work related to

gaseous detectors

Since the end of the 90s first as a student and then as a post graduate research fellow

and assistant and finally as an assistant professor, I have built and studied gas detectors.

My whole scientific career is directly linked to gaseous detectors. Starting from classic

proportional counters applied in the research on the Mössbauer effect (the counter built

as part of my Master’s thesis and still used in research at AGH University of Science

and Technology) to proportional counters monitoring the Backing Calorimeter (BAC)

detector work in the ZEUS experiment, proportional straw tubes applied in the TRT de-

tector in the ATLAS experiment (PhD thesis and further), or the development of a micro

strip gaseous detectors i.e. MSGC coupled with the complex reading system within the

DETNI (DETectors for Neutron Instrumentation) project during the scholarship of the

Alexander von Humboldt foundation in Germany. Simultaneously, I have been involved

in the development of GEM detectors within the RD51 Collaboration (as the head of

the Kraków group) and their application in the study on artwork.

My scientific work linked to the development and application of gas detectors covers

a wide range of topics therefore further I present my achievements in several research

areas relating to the detection of radiation with the usage of those types of detectors.

The topic division of my scientific work well reflects the chronology of research conducted

by me.

Straw tubes in the experimental high energy

physics

I have conducted studies on straw tube trackers since the beginning of my scientific

career. As part of my PhD thesis I commenced the cooperation with the ATLAS TRT

group at CERN. The group dealt with the development of the tracking detector based

on straw tube proportional counters and being the key component of the Inner Detector

(ID) in the ATLAS experiment at LHC accelerator [L21]. Due to the planned work of the

TRT detector until 2023 my work within the group has been uninterruptedly continued

so far.

The TRT detector consists of the main part (i.e. Barrel) and two side parts (i.e.

EndCap). Schematic view of the ID and the TRT detectors is shown in Figure 1. To build

the detector 300 thousand straw tube gas detectors of the diameter of 4 mm equipped

with dedicated readout electronics were used. The TRT detector is the outermost element

of the inner detector. Apart from tracking particles it is employed to identify electrons in
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the ATLAS Inner Detector [H16].

particular. The idea to identify electrons boils down to measure the Transition Radiation

(TR) whose theoretical principles was described by Ginzburg and Frank in 1946. The

photons of transition radiation within the soft X-ray energy range are generated during

the transition of the ultra-relativistic charged particle with very high value of Lorentz

γ-factor through the borderline of materials with different value of dielectric constant.

The direction of TR photons is slightly deflected from the direction of the movement

of particles generating photons, due to that the photons may deposit their energy on

the particle track. Knowing that the maximum number of generated photons on the

verge of materials of the different dielectric constant must be assured. In the case of

the TRT detector polyethylene layers or fibers are used. The following necessary step is

assuring the highest efficiency of detection. In the case of gas counters it comes down

to the gaseous mixture based on xenon i.e. the heaviest element of the noble gas with

the stable isotope. Detailed information on the TRT detector, its structure and work is

described in the articles where I am a co-author [H3, H7, H8, H9, L20].

One of the characteristic elements of the structure of straw tubes used in the central

part of the TRT detector is the electrical separation of anodes with glass connection and

at the same time the connection of its both ends to the front-end electronics. It assisted

in creating practically two separate detectors in every straw tube in the Barrel with the

common cathode. Due to that fact the mechanical complexity of the structure remains

intact. The detector of such a structure can work efficiently with a very high flux of

particles read by the detector during the work within the ATLAS experiment. Due to the

disclosure of problems with the connection of anodes stemming from the application of

an aggressive component of the gas filling up the active part of the detector (CF4) and
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manifesting deterioration [H3] the application of other less aggressive gaseous mixture

with no fluorine was contemplated. The problems and work to solve them began during

the research relating to my PhD thesis. Due to strict requirements towards the TRT

detector regarding stability and safety of work coupled with the care for efficiency and

adjustment of the signal of response of the straw tubes against the readout electronics (at

that time at a very advanced phase of development) wide-ranging research on different

types of gaseous mixtures were conducted. The outcome of the research described is

contained among others in the work [L47]. During the research I studied several gaseous

mixtures based on xenon. Studying the mixtures potentially useful in the TRT detector

I set several parameters i.e. gaseous gain, working voltage stability, the probability of

Self-Quenching Streamers (SQS) and energy resolution. In the case of the straw tubes

those are predominant parameters due to the cylinder-type structure of the counters the

strength of the electric field (Equation 1) is extremely inhomogeneous resulting in as

strong interdependence of the gas gain and its minor fluctuation influencing the stability

of the counters performance and the energy resolution.

E(r) =
U

rln(rk/ra)
, (1)

where:

E(r)− electric field strength,

U − bias voltage of detector,

r − radius where the value E(r) is indicated,

rk − radius of cathode,

ra − radius of anode.

The change of the type or composition of the gaseous mixture filling up the detector

even when the electric field strength is well defined result in significant changes in the

performance of the counters [H5].

I actively participated in the verification of the obtained results during the tests of

the TRT prototype detector at the H8 beam of the Super Proton Synchroton (SPS)

accelerator at CERN [H2]. The measurements were to determine the criteria and types

of acceptance tests to be met by the TRT detector [H4]. The tests on the beam are

a key part of the construction and development of such extensive projects. They allow

in an experimental manner in the conditions similar to those under which the detector

is designed to work discover whether the contemplated concept contains no significant

errors. The received test results provisionally confirmed the project assumptions regarding

the TRT detector to be correct and feasible. From the perspective of the acceptance

tests to which the TRT detector was to be subjected, the key factor was to determine

to what extent the precision of the location of the anode in the center of the detector

affects the stability of the work of counters. The stability tests of work of the straw tubes

were performed against the value of the anode offset from the center. The tests were
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carried out for the original gaseous mixture aimed for the TRT detector (Xe/CO2/CF4
70/10/20) and a few alternative mixtures containing no fluorine (Figure 2.) Maximum

acceptable wire offset was determined to be 300µm.

Figure 2: Safety margin to the point of high-voltage breakdown in straws with different

wire offset and for various gas mixtures [H4].

An equally important area of my research was the evaluation of ageing effects of straw

tube detectors with the usage of alternative gaseous mixture Xe/CO2/O2 (70/27/3) [H2,

R64] and the so called cleaning mixture containing CF4. The cleaning mixture makes it

possible to clean silicon residue from the anode surfaces. It was found that cleaning with

the mixture containing 4 % or 8 % of CF4 is safe for the detector. Where the results of ever

research confirmed that the alternative gaseous mixture containing O2 instead of CF4 is

the most effective alternative for the initially planned mixture. Within the independent

study, simultaneous to the study over the TRT detector, I conducted a systematic study

on the ageing effects on proportional counters whose results are presented in [H6].

The research concerned classic cylinder-type gaseous detectors equipped in anodes of

different diameter. It needs to be emphasized that the research on the ageing effects of

different types of gaseous detectors are time-consuming and require very precise planning.

Despite that the results presented in the literature are diverse. The fundamental problem

which makes the research impossible to be carried out swiftly and to adjust to the

environment where the detector works is the strong dependence of the ageing processes

on the intensity of the ionization radiation flux. Considering the conditions under which

the ATLAS detector works where the beam of charged particles is very high, the working

expectancy of the detectors is ca 10 years. Carrying out so long measurement is impossible

at the stage of planning the experiment while studying the influence of the ageing effects

on the work of straws. Therefore so called accelerated ageing tests are performed where
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an X-ray beam is targeted at the detector. It causes the situation where the whole charge

per unit length of the anode surface, representing e.g. a 10–year work of the detector,

is obtained within only a few weeks. In the accelerated ageing tests the current applied

is of very high value in comparison to the applied work conditions what is undoubtedly

a downside intensely compensated by the short-time range of the tests. The study [H6]

used an indirect method where the source of radiation i.e. 90Sr and 109Cd is used and the

time of the detector exposure to radiation was expressed in months. Such a radiation

procedure resulted in obtaining significantly lower ageing current more similar to the

current normally obtained in the work of the detectors. The obtained results of constant

measurements lasting around half a year showed that the energy resolution deteriorates

linearly along with the value of the total accumulated charge (Figure 3). The remaining

parameters of the counters subjected to the ageing process such as the energy resolution

as a function of bias voltage (the gas gain) and counting characteristic remain compliant

with the presented results. Due to the costs of the tests described, as the base for the

gas mixtures, argon was applied.
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Figure 3: The energy resolution as a function of time of the detector exposure with the
90Sr radiation source and the ageing current of 210µA [H6].

Apart from the requirements regarding long-lasting stable work of the TRT detec-

tor, the following key matter is possibly high speed of work. The speed is connected

with tracking and particle identification of straw tubes. Considering the intensity of the

radiation identified during the work of LHC, it is of essence that the response time of

detectors identifying data is possibly short and at the same time adapted to the require-

ments of readout electronics. Therefore the primary gas mixture for TRT contained CF4
and the alternative contained O2. The two mixtures is characterized by high speed of

the electron drift and CF4 is slightly “faster”. Due to that the signal generated in the

detector is fast and therefore it can identify the radiation of higher intensity. The two
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admixtures to the base mixtures are highly electronegative compounds to which electrons

can easily attach. Due to that characteristic study on their influence upon the work of

the detectors was also very important. The outcome of the studies on the influence of

electronegative impurities are presented in the work [H5]. As an example, Figure 4, shows

that the energy resolution depends significantly on the concentration of the impurities

and decreases with the increase of the gas gain.
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Figure 4: Relative change of the energy resolution as a function of applied high voltage

for different partial pressures of O2 (Ar/CO2 mixture) [H5].

The simultaneous stage of studies on the construction of the TRT detector and

the whole inner detector and electromagnetic calorimeter was the delivery of tests on

the beam identifying efficiency of the aforementioned interdependent components. The

tests, I actively participated in, concerned H8 line of the SPS accelerator at CERN. They

encompassed a fragment of the detector of the central part with all the key elements i.e.

sub-detectors and readout electronics. The configuration of the sub-detectors and the

readout electronics is presented in the schematic form in Figure 5.

As all the sub-detectors of the ATLAS experiment were used in the tests, they

were called Combined Test Beam (CTB). The objective of the described tests was:

a) combined data acquisition with silicon pixel sensors and Semiconductor Trackers

(SCT) together with TRT straw tubes tracker and electromagnetic calorimeter and

testing the Trigger system coupled with the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) which

allow to verify the proper functionality as a whole; b) the development and tests of the

software to calibrate detector, to reconstruct tracks along with the identification of the

types of detected particles; c) the comparison of the results obtained in the conditions

similar to the actual with the results of the Monte-Carlo simulation enabling the accurate

simulation of data collection for the whole ATLAS experiment.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the system of detectors used in the tests on the H8

beam line at the SPS accelerator at CERN [H10].

One of the most critical results of the CTB entailed the ability of the TRT detector

to detect electrons. The readout electronics of the TRT detector provides information

concerning the excess over the Low Threshold (LT) ∼250 eV or High Threshold (HT)

∼6 keV and the time when the signal was above LT i.e. the so called Time over Threshold

(ToT). The detection of electrons consists of collecting information on the numbers of

LT and HT for a particular track left by a single charged particle. The information

on the ToT was also useful allowing to detect particles at their lower energies. The

most prominent result of the testbeam concerning the TRT detector was to identify

the probability of the HT excess as the function of the Lorentz γ-factor, i.e. the type

of particles going through the detector. The received result is presented in Figure 6,

where it is demonstrated that the probability is low for pions and significantly higher for

electrons what makes the identification of the particles possible.

In addition electron/pion separation power has been determined, at electron efficiency

at 90 % and within 3-30 GeV energy range, the pion rejection is more then 97 %. The

findings concerning CTB described in [H10] confirmed that the requirements regarding

the detection of electrons and their identification would be fulfilled. Within the CTB other

sub-detectors and their mutual interaction in respect of data collection, accuracy and

efficiency of the system as a whole as studied what was presented in the works [L24, L26].

In conclusion, the TRT detector was the key element of the whole testing system.

The following stage of studies where I participated was the preparation of the TRT

detector for installation in the target location, i.e. in the so called cavern – customized for

that purpose and located 100 m underground, where the ATLAS experiment is located

(the so called “Point 1” at CERN). The construction of such a complicated detection
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Figure 6: High threshold probability as a function of the Lorentz γ-factor for pions,

muons and electrons (the beam momentum varied within the range of 2-350 GeV); at

the top the difference between the findings achieved and the most accurate match along

with the representative lines is presented ±0.005 [H10].

system as the TRT detector requires precise planning and delivery of many testing

activities before the final installation. The TRT detector was practically assembled on

the ground (ATLAS SR1) where TRT and SCT were integrated. And later as a whole,

after extensive tests, the detectors were installed in the cavern of the ATLAS experiment.

The process of testing and calibration of the TRT detector as well as the integration with

SCT was described deeply in the studies [L19, L23]. During the work tests and calibration

concerning the mutual position of the two detectors were performed in addition to

the installation. It must be emphasized that mutual displacement of such huge and

complicated structures is inevitable despite this very good results were achieved. The

displacement reached as few as single mm and the rotation as few as single mrad with the

accuracy of identification of displacement below 100 µm. Such an accurate measurement

relies on the exploitation of tracks left in the detector by muons from cosmic radiation.

In the same manner the time calibration of the detectors as well as the identification of

the efficiency of detection were performed. The necessity to accurately define the time

when a given particle was detected entails the fact that during the work of the LHC

accelerator the protons collide every 25 ns. In such a large detection system the delays

generated by individual components must be accurately defined. Similarly, in order for

the detector to work efficiently, its detection efficiency must be checked what gave the

result of 97.2 % for the central part of the TRT detector.

After many years of preparations the ATLAS experiment was launched and underwent

tests with proton beams of the LHC accelerator. Initially, the beam energy was relatively

low and amounted to 0.9 TeV in the center mass and then it increased up to 7.0 TeV. In
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the final stage of the first period of operations of the LHC the beam energy amounted to

8.0 TeV. The first registered data (at 0.9 TeV) was used to calibrate the sub-detectors.

They did not contain a large number of particles of high transverse momentum where

the measurement did not match the ones the ATLAS experiment was designed for [L22].

Considering the TRT detector tracking particles and their identification was the most

important task. For example, the accuracy of the detection of the particles tracks going

through the TRT detector in their function of pseudorapidity η (Figure 7) is very efficient

and ranges from 105-130µm. The excess of high threshold probability for particles of
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Figure 7: Track position measurement accuracy in the TRT detector as an η function

for muons where pT > 30GeV. The results of measurement and simulation for collisions

for pile-up of 25-30 [H16].

high Lorentz γ-factor values was found in a similar manner (Figure 8). The discoveries

found during the launch of the detector and its first run of data collection (i.e. Run-1)

confirmed the significant importance of the TRT detector when identifying electrons and

they are compliant with prior results of the tests on the beam [H16, L25, L28, L30]. As it

was previously mentioned the TRT detector’s aim is not only to detect particle tracks but

also it makes their identification possible. In order to receive high quality registered data

the whole TRT detector must run in a strictly defined regimen. Therefore, a predefined

gas gain in every part of the detector is of utmost importance, due to that the identified

level of signals is constant in time for the aimed energy deposit. It is translated into the

probability of the excess of low and high discrimination threshold. In order to provide

the stable gas gain within the whole TRT detector, the Gas Gain Stabilisation System

(GGSS) was built under my leadership. It is a fully stand-alone system powered by the
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same gas which fills up the TRT detector. All other elements are not connected with

the sole TRT detector. Total separation of the GGSS elements from the TRT detector

derives from the fundamental aim for which it was constructed – independent monitoring

of the gas gain. With this solution, the GGSS system, apart from the stabilization of the

gas gain, enables the detection of any anomalies resulting from the change of the gas

mixture which may impede the function of the TRT detector. The fundamental aim of

the system is the employment of the same straw tube detectors and the same gas mixture

as the TRT detector, with it the conditions of their work may be immediately compared.

The most important element of the GGSS system is the set of eight straw tube gaseous

detectors placed in the gas-tight box flushed with gas. Each of the straw tube detectors

is connected to the spectrometer readout chain equipped with a dedicated preamplifier

and then through the multiplexer it is connected to the amplifier which sends signals

to a multichannel analyser. Such a readout system allows to collect the classic energy

spectrum containing information on the amplitude of every detected impulse. The set of

the readout electronics of the GGSS system is entirely different and independent from the

readout electronics of the TRT detector providing accurate information on the particulars

of the function of reference counters. With the definition of the amplitude of the impulses

read the energy resolution, skewness and other aberrations from the results expected

along with their change in time may be indicated. During the operation, the value of the

bias voltage obtained by the GGSS system is transferred to the control system of the TRT

detector which automatically modifies its settings. In case of any doubt regarding the

quality of the data obtained, the GGSS system informs about problems, and depending

on their scale, tries to solve them (e.g. by using spare counters) or informs about a

more complicated problem which must be resolved by an operator. Further details on
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the structure and algorithms to control and stabilize the gas gain and detect change

in the density may be found in [H15]. The same study contains information on the

stabilisation of the functioning of the straw tubes used by the TRT detector, the impact

of the temperature and pressure upon the value of the gas gain and the findings of the

operation of the GGSS system during the data collection within the ATLAS experiment.

The fact that in such a large detector as the TRT the presence of significant temperature

differences in its parts was unavoidable deserves special attention. They come from huge

streams of particles created in the proton-proton collisions and the necessity to maintain

SCT subsystem in low temperature. It is of importance that the temperature differences

fluctuate in time. Therefore it is impossible to maintain the gas gain at a fixed level

with no adjustment. In order to resolve this problem, I measured the temperature effect,

i.e. the value of the change in the gas gain per a unit temperature change. The value

determined for the gas gain used in the TRT detector is -2.13 V/◦C and is applied in

the run of the TRT detector in order to balance the differences between the value of

the temperature in the straws of the GGSS system and individual parts of the TRT

detector. The example presenting the whole picture of the GGSS system operation is

shown in Figure 9, setting out the value of the reference high voltage conforming to the

gas gain equals to 2.5×104 or the value of the normalized reference voltage applied in

given operation conditions. Furthermore, the values of differences of the two quantities

were shown. The value of the described difference should equal zero, otherwise the cause

of a potential problem must be found. The difference other than zero might influence

the efficiency of the whole TRT detector. In the presented long period of time it is clear
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that the GGSS system is stable and the value of the determined reference high voltage

conforms with the assumptions. The characteristic time range at the beginning of the

data collection (2010) where the high voltage reference value was a significant anomaly
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deserves special attention. It was found that in that period of time due to the usage

of the inappropriate reference mixture, the gas system making the gas mixture for the

whole TRT detector was miscalibrated. At that time the GGSS system played a key role

in indicating actual parameters of the operation of the detector as well as in detecting

undiagnosed problems in any other way.

In order to determine the accuracy of the function of the GGSS system and the

stabilization of the function of the TRT detector in an entirely independent manner

a key parameter of the probability to exceed the high level of discrimination threshold

as a function of time was indicated (Figure 10). The probability was expressed as the

ratio of the number of the excess of the high to the low level of discrimination for

the particle tracks detected within around half a year. During the stabilised operation

of the accelerator with the constant values of the energy and luminosity, the presented

parameter should not depend on time. The value of the parameter is maintained constant

with small fluctuations. The outcome obtained confirms the freedom from bias of the

GGSS system as well as the whole detector including a range of factors not mentioned

here.
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time [H15].

The ATLAS experiment (including the TRT and the GGSS) in order to operate

requires a dedicated control system, i.e. Detector Control System (DCS). In preparation

for the GGSS system and the TRT detector to run, a control system was devised which

in the final version was adopted to the ATLAS DCS system. This technical aspect is

considerably important because the DCS system accounts for the safety and security of

the whole experiment, it allows to operate the detector remotely and monitors its running

consistently. A concise specification of the DCS system for the whole ATLAS experiment

may be found in [R79]. It should be emphasized that the GGSS system being monitored
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constantly of the DCS system demonstrated 100 % reliability and enabled efficient and

effective usage of the TRT detector for any task for which it had been built.

The great success of the whole ATLAS experiment and the LHC accelerator itself

and all scientists involved in the research was the discovery of a Higgs boson conforming

to the Standard Model and of the mass of 126.0 GeV (Figure 11). It would have been

impossible without the perfect detector as the ATLAS detector coupled with enormous

analytical work and interpretation of collected data. The research on the channel H →
ZZ(∗) → 4l, where in the final stage there are four leptons (4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ) was of

high importance for the discovery of a Higgs boson. The usage of the channel contributed

significantly to the observation of the new particle (σ = 2.7) [L27]. In the case of the

channel, the role of the inner detector as well as the role of the TRT detector in the

detection of tracks and electrons and cannot be emphasized enough. Furthermore, the

key property of the TRT detector i.e. the detection of particles, had a significant influence

on the elimination of uncertainties regarding the correct identification of tracks in every

channel where leptons are in their final stage.

Figure 11: The observed (solid) and the expected (dashed) local probability as a function

of a Higgs boson mass conforming to the Standard Model [L27].

Micro-pattern gaseous detectors for imaging

At present Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGD) facilitate a wide range of

imaging. It is with regard to among others applications for neutron detection, monitoring

proton beams as well as the detection of soft X-ray. The applications of MPGD mentioned

here are not an exhaustive range of the possibilities, however they are directly related to

my scientific work.
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Imaging with thermal neutrons

In 2006 I started my research on the usage of microstrip gas detectors when I was a

member of a post-doctoral fellowship at Hein-Meitner Insitut in Berlin (currently HZB

– Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin) as part of the award of the Alexander von Humboldt

Foundation. My research study was connected with the 6th framework program of the

European Union, with regard to the research study on the development of detectors

for neutrons DETNI where at the same time three types of detectors dedicated to the

research on thermal neutrons were developed: a) silicon strip detector (Si-MSD) using

enriched 157Gd as a neutron converter, b) low-pressure MicroStrip Gas Chamber (MSGC)

equipped with a neutron converter Gd/Csl and c) GEM detector with 10B coated foils

(CASCADE) [L48]. The study on the new types of detectors was due to the necessity to

create detecting systems enabling the detection of neutrons with the rate of up to 108 of

neutrons per second with the spatial resolution at the level of 100µm [R68, R71, R75].

The development of a spallation neutron source using high energy protons beam(e.g.

Spallation Neutron Source [L49], Japan Spallation Neutron Source [L50]) made neutrons

beam of intensity higher by one order of magnitude produced earlier available to scien-

tists. It caused a significant increase of requirements for the speed of detection regarding

detectors and their systems for data collection. At the same time, it order to accurately

image small objects with the sense of their details, the required spatial resolution signifi-

cantly increased. Furthermore many applications for research with the usage of neutrons

requires the Time of Flight (ToF). Therefore, except the already mentioned precision of

the determination of the position and the ability to detect very intensive neutrons flux

a requirement to accurately determine the time when a given neutron was detected. It

resulted in the fact that the frequently used multiwire proportional counters filled up

with 3He ceased to be sufficiently accurate and alternatives using e.g. Gadolinium, as a

converter, were in demand.

The aforementioned MSGC detector substantially improved the speed of data collec-

tion and the precision of the detection of the position of detected neutrons. The concept

to use the MSGC detector to detect thermal neutrons had arisen some time before what

was reflected in the early research and development studies [L41, L51]. The MSGC de-

tector is a standard microstrip detector consisting of the counting structure allowing to

accurately localize the detection spot of a neutron in the two dimension plane. Above

the structure consisting of strips there is an area of gas gain of 4.5 mm filled up with

isobutene of 20 mBar pressure. This area is enclosed with a neutron converter (Gd/Csl).

The schematic diagram of the detector is presented in Figure 12. A characteristic of that

detector, normally absent in such types of detectors is the presence of two zones of the

avalanche electron multiplication. Due to the low pressure of the gas in the detector in

the so called drifting area where at a normal pressure there is no avalanche multipli-
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Figure 12: Schematic of a prototype low-pressure MSGC neutron detector. The figure

shows in more detail the composite converter foil (left) and the gas amplification modes

with micro-strip plate (right) [H14].

cation, we experience initial multiplication (G1 in Figure 12.). As far as the vicinity of

the electrodes there is gas gain representing typical gas gain of the MSGC detector (G2

in Figure 12.). Further specifics regarding the structure of the detector is to be found

in [H14].

The complete detector was exposed to tests at V17 beam line in the BER II reactor

in HZB under my supervision. The first stage of testing of the detector was to define

the efficiency of the neutron detection and to compare the final result with theoretical

assumptions. In the case of the detection of neutrons used e.g. for imaging the key ones

are: the intensity of the source of neutrons determined by their type, the way of formation

and carrying the beam and the efficiency of the detection provided by the detectors used

in research. In this case constant source was applied (the research reactor and the V17

beam) however the efficiency of the detector together with the read-out system was

to be defined. A series of the detection efficiency measurements was performed for

different positions in the active area of the detector. In order to precisely determine what

the flux of neutrons coming on the MSGC detector is, just in front of it a calibrated

counter of a precisely known, low efficiency detection. It assured minimum influence of

the detector upon the beam and at the same time allowing to accurately determine

intensity of neutrons beam. After the measurement and the analysis of the data, the

obtained efficiency of detection amounted to 3.05 % [H14]. In order to assess the target

expected detection efficiency value, it is compared to theoretical assumptions described
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in Equation 2.

S(d) = (1− exp(− d

λn
)) · S0 · exp(−

d

λe
), (2)

where:

S(d)− converter efficiency,

d − thickness of Gadolinium layer,

λn − neutron absorption length (6.72µm for thermal neutrons in natural

Gadolinium),

S0 − probability of emission of at least one electron with the neutron absorption

(86.5 %),

λe − absorption length for the emitted electron (12.3µm).

The so calculated theoretical emission efficiency of at least one electron (per single neu-

tron) is 13 %.

Significantly lower than theoretical assumptions, the measured efficiency of detection

(3.05 %) results from the suboptimal structure of the detector (the lack of an electron

extraction grid) and limitation to detect weak signals with read-out electronics, created

with no third area of the gas gain. It must be strongly emphasised that the proposed

solution met fundamental and essential goals being a significant achievement towards

the innovation of the studies carried.

Other results of the tests carried under my supervision confirmed the high usefulness

of the structure based on the MSGC detector for detection and imaging with the usage

of electrons. By using a precisely cut-out Gadolinium covered slot, the spatial resolution

of 94µm was obtained. The reconstruction of the results was to apply the method of

the centre of gravity where the precision to determine the position of the detection of

a neutron was significantly improved [H14]. It is worth mentioning that for a detector

equipped with a binary read-out, with no information on the amplitude of the detected

impulses, the theoretical spatial resolution calculated from the Equation 3 is 183µm.

σ =
p√
12
, (3)

where:
σ − standard deviation,

p − distance between detecting electrodes.

The use of the algorithm of the centre of gravity significantly improved the reconstruction

of the location of the detected impulses reducing its uncertainty by almost a half. The

usage of this method will be possible due to the fact that the response in the detector

was on a few detecting electrodes per one detected neutron. Coupling it with the infor-

mation on the amplitude allowed to obtain good results. The results of the measurement

of the spatial resolution are shown in the form of a histogram in Figure 13.

In order to determine the usefulness of the MSGC detector for imaging the perfor-

mance of measurement with a complex object was equally important. To achieve it, the
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Figure 13: The result of scanning 940µm of the slot obtained with the usage of the

MSGC detector (the reconstruction of location by the centre of gravity method) [H14].

same neutrons beam was used, along its path a Gadolinium protection shield with a few

cut-out shapes was inserted. The data collected in that way were thoroughly analysed,

further described in [H14]. With this, the image of the object of high accuracy and ho-

mogeneousness was obtained. The final effect in the two-dimension map presenting the

reconstructed image is shown in Figure 14.

It is important to mention that currently different types of MPGD detectors (not

only MSGC) are developed in order to enable the detection of neutrons (e.g. the GEM

detectors or so called thick GEMs) [L52, L53, L54]. The gas detectors are successfully

applied in the field of research.

Soft X-ray imaging

Soft X-ray is applied in many research areas. In the case of research carried within the

development of MPGD detectors, in particular gas electron multipliers, the main goals

are: the optimization of the efficiency of detection coupled with the accurate detection

of the read-out of radiation with possible effective energy resolution. The parameters

mentioned are directly related to the usage of the GEM detector in the application

adopted for the study over historical pieces of art. The study over cultural heritage and

materials they are composed of are an important element of the science on the heritage

supporting formal and stylistic analyses carried out by art historians and evaluation of
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Figure 14: 2D map of shapes cut out in the Gadolinium sheet obtained with the use of

MSGC [H14].

authenticity. The study on pieces of art are varied and include such techniques as:

macro and microscopic photography in different ranges of the light spectrum, commonly

applied radiography and increasingly used X-ray fluorescence applied in the identification

of elements and the research on their composition.

My scientific work related to the topic evolved from the project on the application

of the MSGC detector to image thermal neutrons and from the work on monitoring

therapeutic proton beams [H11]. In the case of the innovative cancer therapy where the

proton beam is applied, the accurate determination of the depth of the penetration of the

tissue by the beam is critical for the effective elimination of the tumor with simultaneous

minimization of unwanted effects towards neighbouring tissue. The position of the patient

in the preparation process and during therapy may change. Therefore the determination

of the position with the application of computer tomography based on the same proton

beam is a very attractive solution. In order to achieve it, the Proton Range Radiography

(PRR) is being developed [L55]. Holding the whole detection system previously connected

with the MSGC detector and later optimizing it within the PRR project, it seemed natural

to apply it in other research areas strongly related to gas counters.

The precise description of the read-out system for GEM detectors and MSGC to-

gether with its possibilities is contained in [H13]. It must be stressed that I had entirely

designed, built and tested the system in cooperation with some of my co-workers. The

read-out system is equipped with a dedicated electronic front-end ASIC (Application Spe-

cific Integrated Circuit) named GEMROC, customized Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) for

connecting every ASIC with the Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and Field Pro-
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grammable Gate Array (FPGA). It allows to effectively send to the computer detected

signals to be further analysed. The data analysis, the reconstruction of energy, posi-

tion and time of the detection of individual charged particles and photons is performed

through specialist software developed by me within the studies discussed. The results

of the measurement show that the possibilities of the whole system are fully applied as

shown in Figures 15 and 16. They present the reconstructed positions of detected pho-

tons and the values of the deposited energy in the active volume of the detector created

at high intensity of radiation [H13]. The fact of problem-free reconstruction of detected

cases with very high intensity of radiation amounting to 5.53 Mcps deserves special at-

tention. The obtained very high speed of data collection is unique in the research on

imaging.
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Figure 15: Reconstructed 2D distribution of X-rays intensity measured in the GEM cham-

ber irradiated by three radioactive sources at a total hit rate of 5.53 Mcps [H13].

The further stage of my work was the research on the possibility to create a system for

2D imaging of cultural heritage paintings, many a time requiring fundamental studies

in both physics, chemistry and the history of art. In the study work [H12] with my

significant contribution a pilot system allowing to fast-map pigment distribution in the

invisible layers of paintings was presented. The system is based on the GEM detector

equipped with the read-out electronics mentioned above, pinhole camera and the source

of the X-ray (scheme in Figure 17). The main focus in the research is the optimisation

of the GEM detector running with special attention to its spatial resolution. It is worth

stressing the significance of carrying the fast-mapping of the fluctuations of gas gain in

relation to the position of the detection of a photon in gaining spatial resolution at the
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Figure 16: Correlation of the cluster amplitudes on X-coordinate and Y-coordinate mea-

sured for X-rays from 55Fe radioactive source [H13].
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Figure 17: A simplified system to image pieces of art with a source of excitation radiation

(X-ray lamp), a pinhole camera and a GEM detector [H12].

level of 20 % for the Mn-Kα (5.9 KeV) line. The variations of the gas gain results from

the manner the GEM foil is manufactured. Other important factors are the changes in

the temperature, pressure of gas filling up the detector or the effects of the charging of

the detector. The accommodation of every mentioned factor allowed to obtain so good

results presented in Figure 18. An equally important question in my studies was the

assessment of the imaging with a pinhole camera. When analysing measurement data

heterogeneity of illumination, vignetting and absorption of fluorescent radiation in the air

were taken into consideration. The results obtained are an unambiguous confirmation of

significant usefulness of the project applied in imaging art paintings. It was very clearly

presented in the study over the a painting model which presents a portrait of a man in

the black background in the visible spectrum (Figure 19). The black background hides
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a landscape of mountains and a lake and with the application of the XRF with the

projection of the painting through a pinhole camera unto the detector it was possible

to uncover the elements of the painting painted up as shown in the maps in Figure 20.

The presented maps demonstrate the distribution of elements (from the left): iron and

manganese present in the black pigmentation, copper present in azurite and lead present

in the preparatory layer of the painting (lead white).
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Figure 18: A sample energy spectrum obtained with 55Fe with no gas gain correction

and after the correction resulting from the heterogeneousness of the detector, variable

temperature and pressure [H12].

In the research I drew conclusions as to further possibilities to optimise the developed

system. The minimisation of the fluctuations of the value of gas gain turned out to be

very important. Due to that reason, during every measurement the maximum value of the

electronic gain was applied, with this the gas gain remained at a relatively low level (ca

4× 103). The application of relevant processing procedures and data analysis described

in [H18] was significant in obtaining good final results.

The work on the system to study pieces of art have been continued until now within

the grant from the National Centre for Research and Development (NCRD) and I present

the results up to date at conferences and in the form of publications [H18].
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Figure 19: The photography of the painting used for research and presenting the portrait

of a man (the miniature shows a background motif painted up with black pigment) [H12].

Figure 20: Maps showing the distribution of elements (from the left): iron and manganese

(black and umber), copper (azurite) and lead (white) [H12].

Summary

A review publication on the MPGD detectors and the areas of my interest in this

research area has been published recently [H17]. My article describes current trends in

the development of MPGD detectors with the particular focus on the application in

experiment of high energy physics which strongly influence their development. The main

reason to use the MPGD detectors is that they offer the possibility to detect particles

with high spatial and time precision. Moreover, they are characterised by a relatively

low price as per an active area unit. It allows to cover large area with detectors and

to contain prices at reasonable levels. To exemplify, the modernization of the muon

spectrometer in the ATLAS detector will require MicroMEGAS detectors of the active
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area of ca 150 m2 to be used. Similarly in the CMS detector in order to provide better

efficiency of the data acquisition trigger system, the application of GEM detectors is

planned. And MPGD detectors are applied in many other areas of research, in particular

those relating to imaging. As opposed to experiments in the area of high energy physics

where the moment of detecting data is usually accurately defined, in the case of such

application additional requirements for triggering the read-out electronics appear. In

the article mentioned, the results of XRF imaging and the application of imaging with

neutrons are presented. It was possible to create them thanks to the unique apparatus

made within my home department of the AGH University of Science and Technology.

In the area of research on GEM detectors globally and in my home institute, wide-

ranging development and application research has been conducted. Despite the fact that

first gas detectors were made as early as in 1928 and the breakthrough in the development

i.e. Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber as early as half a century ago, such detectors

have still been applied in various research fields [H17]. Constructing the first MPGD-

family detector in 1988 turned out to be very useful and it enabled the development of

gas detectors which has been present up to date. With no doubt, the main reason of

the constant development of such detectors has been their application in existing and

planned experiments of high energy physics. Further, the exploration of new areas for

MPGD detectors has been very dynamic.

Due to the reasons mentioned above further development of detectors, understanding

physics issues as to their operation (at the microscopic level in particular) and optimiza-

tion of the parameters of their running will long be the focus of studies. Furthermore,

studies on wide-ranging concepts of systems applied in effective read-out of detectors

are and will be simultaneous. All mentioned issues regarding the research on gaseous

detectors are reflected in the results of my research presented here. Despite the long

history and application of gas detectors in physics, the detectors are of high interest as

to their properties and parameters of their running, further understanding of physical

mechanisms relating to the operation of such detectors and various research where the

application of gas detectors is essential.

The MPGD detectors significantly boosted the research on gas detectors. Despite

the fact that it seemed that their importance has long been gone, it turned out that the

reality proved to be different. The confirmation of this fact is the existence of dynamic

RD51 Collaboration, which devoted for multiple applications of gas detectors in existing

and planned experiments and applications.
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5. Discussion of other scientific and research

achievements

5.1 Before obtaining the PhD degree

Immediately after the Master’s defence at Department of Particle Interactions and

Detection Techniques of Faculty of Physics and Nuclear Techniques of AGH University of

Science and Technology in Kraków on the development of gaseous proportional counter

dedicated to measure the Mössbauer effect, I started my doctoral studies. Immediately

after the beginning of the studies (in 1999), I joined the group under the supervision of

Professor Kazimierz Jeleń involved in maintaining and monitoring the parameters of the

BAC calorimeter in the ZEUS experiment (DESY, Hamburg). The studies carried then

concerned mainly the assurance of stability of the running of the BAC calorimeter and

gas gain, energy resolution and ageing effects of monitoring straw tubes [P63, P57, P58,

P64].

In 2001 I became a member of a Kraków ATLAS TRT group dealing with design,

development and testing as well as monitoring of the TRT within the ATLAS experiment

at LHC at CERN. Initial studies focused mainly on conditions and parameters of running

of proportional counters which were to be part of a then-devised and conceptually verified

TRT detector. The findings of the studies were published in the works where I was a

co-author [P61, P59, P60, P62]. My contribution to the work of the ATLAS TRT team

and in the research regarding the TRT detector was the core of my PhD thesis prepared

under the supervision of Professor Kazimierz Jeleń, defended in 2004.

Selected publications and reports published before obtaining the PhD degree

Presented list does not include the collaboration publications (ZEUS) – their list is

included in the separate appendix.
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5.2 After obtaining the PhD degree

After obtaining the PhD degree I was employed as an assistant at the Department of

Particle Interactions and Detection Techniques of the Faculty of Physics and Computer

Science of AGH University of Science and Technology in Kraków where I continued

the studies I had begun before. Initially, simultaneous studies concerned both the BAC

calorimeter at DESY and the TRT detector at CERN, however my interest focused

on the development of the TRT detector. It is reflected in the presented habilitation

proposal publications as well as mentioned before and below presented reports. The

studies mentioned here were delivered within the “Special Research Apparatus” and

“Special Research Program” projects financed by the Committee for Scientific Research

(CSR) concerning the ZEUS detector at DESY and ATLAS at CERN. Later the role of

CSR was taken over by the National Science Centre as well as the projects delivered

within the “Harmony” programme.

The following step of my scientific development was obtaining the scholarship of the

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation combined with a two-year post-doctoral scholar-

ship started at the beginning of 2006. The scholarship took place at HMI (Hahn-Meitner
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Institut) in Berlin and concerned the project, development and testing of a gas detector

of the MSGC type dedicated to detect thermal neutrons. The studies in the project

concerned issues of the development of the new system, from the detector itself, the

dedicated front-end electronics, read-out system and software. The initiative where I ac-

tively participated were delivered within the 6th framework European Union programme

called the Joint Research Activity DETNI of the FP6 Integrated Infrastructure Initiative

for Neutron Scattering and Muon Spectroscopy. Their main results in the form of reports

and presentations at conferences manifest enormous efforts and variety of different issues

to be taken under consideration [R67, R68, R70, R71, R75, R80, R82]. As a result of

the research conducted a complete and operational system allowing to perform measure-

ments was developed [H13]. Since then my scientific studies had been extended towards

the issues regarding MPGD detectors and dedicated read-out systems. My collaboration

with HMI (currently HZB) was extended beyond the scholarship and has been continued

up to date. It is worth mentioning that during my scholarship my collaboration regarding

the TRT detector and classic gas detectors was not suspended and has been continued

till now.

After the completion of the two-year stay at HMI I returned to my scientific work at

the Faculty of Physics and Computer Science as an assistant professor for which I had

been appointed still in Berlin. My scientific work was the natural continuation of studies

delivered in the area of gas detectors as well as in the area of read-out electronics and

data acquisition and processing systems [L56].

The following stage of my scientific development was the commencement of simulta-

neous work on another type of the MPGD detector i.e. gas electron multipliers (GEM).

The first issue to be dealt with was the determination of basic running parameters of

such detectors in the areas of the applications indirectly related to high energy physics.

Initially the focus of the work was the proton radiography in cooperation with the TERA

foundation where within the development of the monitoring system of the proton beam

as the detecting element the GEM detector was used [H11]. While the studies on the

detectors alone mainly dealt with the optimization of the running of GEMs and directly

concerned joining the RD51 research group coordinated at CERN. The RD51 group

concentrates on most of the activities relating to the development and optimization of

gas micro detectors and the dedicated read-out systems and finally on seeking new ap-

plications of the technology. The studies delivered within the Kraków RD51 group was

endorsed by the National Science Centre within research projects delivered as a part of

international collaboration in the project named ”The development of position sensitive

detectors based on technologies of gas electron multipliers within the RD51 project”.

The following step of my development was my involvement in the study regarding

imaging with the usage of soft X-ray. My interest in such untypical application of the

GEM type detectors which were initially developed and applied in the high energy physics
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deals with mapping of pigments distribution in cultural heritage paintings. In this case the

application of X-ray fluorescence with the energy dispersion allows to identify elements

of painting layers, invisible foundation layers, repainting, and changes in particular. It is

a well-known research method however it was not widely used. Taking into consideration

the research on historical pieces of art, the XRF method has many advantages i.e. non-

invasiveness allowing to leave the studied object intact. The method is very attractive

when one is interested in finding the style and the method of the painter, finding out

how the piece of art was created whether if at all it was changed over the time and

finally to identify its originality. The work on the project started with the basic research

allowing to identify usefulness of the GEM-type detector for soft X-ray. It was soon found

out that despite certain limitations, GEM detectors are an attractive solution to be used

effectively in such research. The following stage was the development of the prototype

measurement system which would enable test measurement confirming the usefulness of

the system as a whole.

The research on the system was conducted for several years and the results are

presented in the publications in the habilitation cycle [H11, H12, H13, H17, H18]. Some

of the research was delivered with significant contribution within the doctoral thesis of

Alicja Zielińska where I served as co-supervisor. It needs to be strongly emphasized that

the research on the whole system applied for imaging of paintings with the usage of the

GEM-type detectors has been continued within the research project titled “Non-invasive

method of imaging of element distribution for the research of pieces of art” financed

within the research program of the National Centre for Research and Development.

Meanwhile, with the already acquired experience I participated in the preparation

to the Straw Tube Tracker (STT) detector project for the antiProton ANnihilation at

DArmstadt (PANDA) experiment to be considered within the Facility for Antiproton

and Ion Research (FAIR) developed in GSI in Darmstadt [L29].

Recently, I started work within the project on innovation of trigger system for the

ATLAS experiment at CERN. Currently, my studies in the area focus on key issues of the

efficiency of data processing, modes of archiving and methods of swift data access. Under

the research discussed, several Bachelor’s theses were delivered under my supervision and

they are continued as Master’s theses.

Currently, I continue my research work within the ATLAS experiment and the TRT

detector as an expert in the GGSS system and the gas system of the whole TRT detector

within the constant monitoring of the running of the TRT detector, the so called “ATLAS

TRT On-Call Expert”. Furthermore, each year during the physics data taking in the

ATLAS experiment I actively participate in the monitoring work of its running, collection

and quality of detected data as so called “ATLAS Inner Detector Shifter in the ATLAS

Control Room” at CERN. At the same time I am the head of the Kraków RD51 group,

delivering research and participating in the meetings of the RD51 Collaboration in various
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places globally. My active contribution to the research on the cultural heritage where I

was a co-creator of the system for imaging pieces of art is equally important. At the same

time, the cooperation with HZB started in 2006 within the project on the development

of detection systems for thermal neutrons has been continued by me up to date.

The research mentioned above does not exhaust all my research and work as well as

interest. However due to lesser intensity or progress the work are not mentioned here.

Selected publications, reports and conference proceedings publish after obtain-
ing the PhD degree

Presented list does not include the collaboration publications (ZEUS, ATLAS, PANDA)

– their list is included in the separate appendix.
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tors. Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference (NSS/MIC),
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[R81] B. Mindur, L. Jachymczyk. The Ethernet based protocol interface for compact
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[R82] A.A. Ushakov, B. Mindur, T. Fiutowski, Ch. Schulz. FPGA-based algorithm for
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5.3 List of all publications

Separate appendix.

5.4 Total Impact Factor of the publications in accordance to Journal

Citation Reports (JCR) database

Total Impact Factor :
22.113

5.5 Ratings of all the publications

The numbers come from the Web of Science (WoS) dated as of 15-10-2016 (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Ratings of all the publications [WoS].

Number of publications:
586
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Sum of Times Cited:
16 738

Sum of Times Cited without self-citations:
15 069

h-index:
52

5.6 Training and post-doc trips

Germany, Hamburg, DESY, 1999–2006:
Many business trips on average one month per year.

Germany, Berlin, Hahn-Meitner-Institut, 2006–2008:
Alexandr von Humboldt Foundation Scientific scholarship (2 years).

Switzerland, Geneve, CERN, 2001–present:
Many business trips on average 1–2 months per year.

Germany, Berlin, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, 2008–present:
Many business trips on average two weeks per year.

Other short-term (1–2 weeks) scientific business trips:

1. Germany, Juelich, Forschungszentrum.

2. Germany, University of Heidelberg.

3. Switzerland, Villigen, Paul Scherrer Institute.

4. Germany, Braunschweig, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt.

5.7 Prizes and awards

1. Team Award of the AGH-UST Rector (first degree); for scientific achievements, 2005.

2. Team Award of the AGH-UST Rector (first degree); for scientific achievements, 2012.

3. Team Award of the AGH-UST Rector (third degree); for scientific achievements,

2013.

4. Team Award of the AGH-UST Rector (first degree); for scientific achievements, 2014.

5. Team Award of the AGH-UST Rector (first degree); for scientific achievements, 2015.

6. Team Award of the AGH-UST Rector (first degree); for scientific achievements, 2016.

5.8 Invited lectures

1. Jagiellonian Symposium on Fundamental and Applied Subatomic Physics, Kraków

2015, referat titled “Micro Pattern Gas Detectors – new developments and appli-

cations”.
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5.9 Active participation in international or national academic confer-

ences

1. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Nuclear Science Sympo-

sium, San Diego, 2006, poster titled “1 and 10 Gigabit Ethernet Readout Interfaces

for DETNI”.

2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Real Time Conference,

Fermilab, Batavia, 2007, poster titled “Data Acquisition, Monitoring and Control

Software for DETNI”.

3. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Real Time Conference,

Fermilab, Batavia, 2007, poster titled “Gigabit Ethernet Readout Interface for

DETNI”.

4. 4th European Conference On Neutron Scattering, European Neutron Scattering

Association, Lund, 2007, poster titled “Data Acquisition, Monitoring and Control

Software for DETNI”.

5. 4th European Conference On Neutron Scattering, European Neutron Scattering

Association, Lund, 2007, poster titled “Gigabit Ethernet Readout Interface for

DETNI”.

6. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Nuclear Science Sympo-

sium, Valencia, 2011, poster titled “A General Purpose Ethernet Based Readout

Data Acquisition System”.

7. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Real Time Conference,

Berkeley 2012, poster titled “An FPGA Based GEMROC ASIC Readout System”.

8. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Real Time Conference,

Berkeley 2012, oral presentation titled “FPGA-Based Algorithm for Center Of

Gravity Calculation of Clustered Signals”.

9. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Real Time Conference,

Berkeley 2012, oral presentation titled “FPGA-Based Algorithm for Center Of

Gravity Calculation of Clustered Signals”.

10. 5th Meeting X-ray and other techniques in investigations of the objects of cultural

heritage, Kraków 2014, oral presentation titled “X-ray based imaging of hidden

painting layers using a 2D position sensitive gaseous detector”.

11. International Workshop on Advanced Detectors, Kolkata 2014, oral presentation

titled “An application of GEM detectors for XRF imaging”.

12. International Workshop on Advanced Detectors, Kolkata 2014, oral presentation

titled “Charging up effects in the triple GEM detector”.

13. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Nuclear Science Sympo-

sium, Seattle 2014, oral presentation titled “Performance of the Micro-Strip Gas

Chamber for High Rate Thermal Neutrons Detection”.
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14. TECHNART 2015 – Non-destructive and microanalytical techniques in art and

cultural heritage, Catania 2015, oral presentation titled “A novel approach to

macro-XRF technique employing a large area position sensitive detector”.

15. 4th Conference on Micro-Pattern Gaseous Detectors, Trieste 2015, poster titled

“Design and parameterisation of a pinhole camera and selection of the X-ray source

energy for the GEM based X-ray fluorescence imaging system”.

16. 14th Vienna Conference on Instrumentation, Wiedeń 2016, poster titled “ATLAS

Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT): Straw Tubes for Tracking and Particle Iden-

tification at the Large Hadron Collider”.

17. 6th Meeting X-ray and other techniques in investigations of the objects of cultural

heritage, Kraków 2016, oral presentation titled “Development Progress Of The

Macro-XRF Scanner For Historical Objects Investigation”.

18. In this period I gave several dozens of talks reporting results of my work within the

ATLAS TRT and CERN RD51 Collaboration meetings (TRT Days, TRT Week,

ID Week, ATLAS Week, RD51 MiniWeek, RD51 Collaboration Meeting).

6. Academic activity including didactic achieve-

ments, research co-operation and popular-

ization of science

6.1 Didactic activities

My didactic activity entail a wide range of matters related to research work and needs

arising from the education goals at Faculty of Physics and Computer Science of AGH

University of Science and Technology. It must be emphasized that didactic activities

relate not only to physics but also electronic and computer science matters concerning

my scientific research as well as the needs and the form of education of students at my

home faculty.

Own and complex course syllabi for students

1. Object oriented programming I (C++ language) – course (lecture and classes).

2. Object oriented programming II (Java language) – course (lecture and classes).

3. UNIX – user course – elective course (lecture and classes).

4. Advanced C++ – elective course (seminar, laboratory classes and project).

5. Basic of operating systems/UNIX – course (lecture and classes).

6. Advanced programming techniques – elective course (seminar, laboratory classes

and project).
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7. Data acquisition systems – elective course (seminar, laboratory classes and project).

8. Fundamental concepts of Object-Oriented Programming – course (lecture and

classes).

9. Low-level programming languages – course (seminar, laboratory classes and project).

10. Low-level programming – course (seminar, laboratory classes and project).

11. Reverse engineering – elective course (seminar, laboratory classes and project).

Other didactic activities

1. Physics – classes.

2. Physics – laboratory classes.

3. Nuclear radiation detection – laboratory classes.

4. Introduction to Computer Science – classes.

5. Design of the digital systems – laboratory classes and project.

6. CPU techniques – laboratory classes and project.

6.2 Scientific assistance to students as scientific supervisor

Similarly to my didactic activity, the profile of scientific work under my supervision

directly reflects the needs arising from the research work delivered by me, which simul-

taneously fit into the topic of the curricula at the faculty. The following deserve special

attention. Firstly, it regards the doctoral thesis by Alicja Zielińska where I served as

thesis co-supervisor which the primary topic was imaging with the GEM detector using

the methods of radiography and X-ray fluorescence. Master’s theses on the data acqui-

sition systems (of Piotr Grochowski, Bartłomiej Drożdż and Andrzej Szczepański) or on

the stabilization of gas gain for the ATLAS TRT detector (by Przemysław Plutecki and

Paweł Zadrożniak) directly fit into the matter of my scientific studies.

Scientific assistance and co-supervision to PhD students

1. MSc. Alicja Zielińskia, dissertation titled “Development of position sensitive GEM

detector based detection system in applications in imaging using X-ray fluorescence

and radiography”. PhD defence 6-th October 2014.

Scientific assistance to students as scientific supervisor of Master thesis

1. Piotr Grochowskie, thesis titled “Development of data acquisition system for gaseous

detectors study”.

2. Łukasz Jachymczyk, thesis titled “A development of the driver for Linux family of

operating systems for receiving and sending the raw Ethernet fames”.
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3. Anna Kałuża, thesis titled “A development of the application for automatic gen-

eration and modification of the source codes for object oriented programming lan-

guages”.

4. Bartłomiej Drożdż, thesis titled “DAQ software for the MSGC detector”.

5. Krzysztof Wiencek, thesis titled “A development of the HDL software for transferring

digital data between FPGA and PC using Ethernet protocol”.

6. Rafał Wycisło, thesis titled “A development of the driver for Windows NT family of

operating systems for receiving and sending the raw Ethernet fames”.

7. Andrzej Szczepański, thesis titled “Development of a communication interface be-

tween PC and neural activity recording and stimulation system”.

8. Maciej Maczuga, thesis titled “Development and implementation of graphical user

interface management system”.

9. Maciej Siczek, thesis titled “Development of the method for parallel computing

algorithms invocation”.

10. Paweł Piecyk, thesis titled “Mobile application for remote process management”.

11. Przemysław Plutecki, thesis titled “Software and hardware upgraded of the Gas Gain

Stabilization System”.

12. Paweł Zadrożniak, thesis titled “Hardware upgraded of the Gas Gain Stabilization

System”.

13. Łukasz Pawlik, thesis titled “Design and development of fast data transfer based on

USB protocol”.

14. Piotr Miś, thesis titled “Implementation of sample, well known algorithms using

assembly language”.

Scientific assistance to students as scientific supervisor of Bachelor thesis

1. Bartłomiej Gruszka, thesis titled “Development of the automated tools for param-

eters analyses of the front-end electronics dedicated for Micro-Pattern Gas Detec-

tors”.

2. Jan Kleszczyński, thesis titled “Graphical User Interface Toolbox for GuiSM library”.

3. Tomasz Kowalski, thesis titled “Tool for remote monitoring and management appli-

cations”.

4. Paweł Piecyk, thesis titled “Application for planning space using augmented reality”.

5. Przemysław Plutecki, thesis titled “Analysis of possible migration of the gas gain

stabilization system to a Linux platform”.

6. Remigiusz Rohulko, thesis titled “GPS tracker”.

7. Maciej Siczek, thesis titled “Overview on C++ Threads”.

8. Mateusz Szymczyk, thesis titled “Development of a software for remote control of

CAEN’s high voltage power supplies”.
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9. Paweł Zadrożniak, thesis titled “Design of an analogue signals multiplexer”.

10. Łukasz Nędza, thesis titled “Development of analysis and visualization software for

data recorded by the GEM detector”.

11. Artur Cygan, thesis titled “High availability systems based on RabbitMQ cluster”.

12. Dariusz Zieliński, thesis titled “Development of simple video game console based on

microcontroller”.

13. Paweł Kaim, thesis titled “Code optimization on x86-64 architecture”.

14. Dariusz Moskal, thesis titled “Analyse of the GEM detector properties”.

15. Łukasz Kandziora, thesis titled “Optimization of the pinhole camera performance

for XRF based imaging”.

16. Dominik Czarnota, thesis titled “Impact of memory layout organization of compli-

cated data structures on binary code efficiency”.

17. Magdalena Jaroszyńska, thesis titled “Comparison of interface and efficiency of dy-

namic and static polymorphism in accordance to code usage conditions”.

6.3 Membership in international or national organizations and scientific

societies

My participation in international organizations directly reflects my work and research

topics in which I have taken an active part.

1. Kraków RD51 project Group Leader and member of the RD51 Collaboration
Board.

2. Member of the ATLAS Collaboration.

3. Kraków ATLAS TRT project Group Leader and member of the ATLAS TRT Col-
laboration Board.

4. Member of the ATLAS Trigger group.

5. Member of the PANDA group at FAIR accelerator.

6. Former member of the ZEUS at HERA accelerator.

6.4 Organizational activity

1. Reviewer of the scientific journal: Journal of Instrumentation.

2. Reviewer of the scientific journal: IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science.

3. Member of the organizing committee of the “1st MC-PAD Network Training on

Readout Electronics workshop” conference, 2009.

4. Main organizer from the AGH Kraków of the “NUTECH-2014 ATLAS TRT Work-

shop” conference, 2014.

5. Webmaster of the website of the Department of Particle Interactions and Detection

Techniques, Faculty of Physics and Applied Computer Science, AGH Kraków.
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6. Former member of the faculty recruitment commission at the Faculty of Physics and

Applied Computer Science, AGH Kraków.

6.5 Leadership in international research projects

1. Apparatus grant from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, place of realization

AGH Krakow, 2008.

6.6 Participation in international or national research projects

1. Special Research Project, applies to the ATLAS experiment at LHC at CERN, place

of realization AGH Kraków, 2003-2005.

2. Special Research Project, applies to the ZEUS at HERA at DESY, place of realization

AGH Kraków, 2003-2005.

3. Special Research Project, applies to the ATLAS experiment at LHC at CERN, place

of realization AGH Kraków, 2006-2008.

4. Special Research Project, applies to the ZEUS at HERA at DESY, place of realization

AGH Kraków, 2006-2008.

5. Joint Research Activity DETNI (DETectors for Neutron Instrumentation) of the FP6

EU Integrated Infrastructure Initiative for Neutron Scattering and Muon Spectroscopy

(NMI3), place of realization AGH Kraków and HMI Berlin, 2006-2008.

6. Marie Curie training network on particle detectors (MCPAD), place of realization

AGH Kraków, 2008-2011.

7. Special Research Project – ATLAS, applies to the ATLAS experiment at LHC at

CERN, place of realization AGH Kraków, 2009-2012.

8. Special Research Project (Harmonia), applies to the ATLAS experiment at LHC at

CERN, place of realization AGH Kraków, 2013-2016.

9. Special Research Project (Harmonia), applies to the ATLAS experiment at LHC at

CERN, place of realization AGH Kraków, 2014-2017.

10. Applied Research Programme of the National Centre for Research and Development,

Non-invasive imaging of the distribution of elements to study the works of arts, place

of realization AGH Kraków, 2015-2018.

6.7 Activity in the popularization of science or art

1. Participation in the preparation and appearance in the “Academic Journal” program,

TVP Kraków titled “Physicists of the AGH University of Science and Technology and

their cooperation with CERN”, 2012.
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2. Assistance in organization, delivery and merit verification of the film material pro-

moting AGH University of Science and Technology titled “AGH University of Science

and Technology inspires actions”, 2016.
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